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Figure 1: The Viking Boat burial mid-way through excavation.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General 

This report presents the results of archaeological fieldwork undertaken by The 
Ardnamurchan Transitions Project (henceforth the ATP) on the Ardnamurchan 
Peninsula, Highland, in the summer of 2011. Excavations revealed a previously 
unknown Viking boat burial in Swordle Bay, just to the north of Cladh Aindreis 
chambered tomb that ATP excavated between 2006 and 2011 (Harris et al. 2010).  

 

 
 

Figure 1.1: The location of Cladh Aindreis and the Swordle Bay study area, the boat bur ial is located 
50m nor thwest of the chambered tomb, marked by the star  on the map. 

 

1.2 Background 
 

1.2.1 The ATP have been excavating a range of sites in Swordle Bay since 2006 as 
part of research and community orientated project investigating the long-term 
histories of occupation within the bay, through key moments of social 
transition from the Mesolithic through to the 19th century. 

 
1.2.2 As such, ATP has excavated a range of sites including Cladh Aindreis 

chambered cairn and its associated Bronze Age kerbed cairn (discovered by 
the project) (see Harris et al. 2010 for a full summary of work here), an Iron 
Age promontory fort at Dun Mhurchaidh (see Murtagh et al. forthcoming), 
and the post-medieval settlement of Swordle Corrach (Gray et al. 2010; Gray 
et al. forthcoming). 

 
1.2.3 In addition ATP have performed an extensive landscape survey, geophysical 

analysis, environmental survey and test pitting to locate further sites for 
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excavation (see variously Cobb et al. forthcoming; Harris et al. 2010; Jones et 
al. forthcoming). 

 
1.2.4 As part of our initial survey of potential sites in 2006, a low lying mound was 

identified close to the foreshore. A small (1x5m) test trench was excavated 
across part of the feature in the 2006 season. This revealed stones of likely 
anthropogenic origin and one small metal rove (Cobb et al. 2006, and see 
section 3.2 below). The extent of the feature was not determined through this 
test trench. It was noted that the medieval or post-medieval agricultural 
evidence, in the form of lazy bedding, respected the mound, indicating its 
origins potentially predated this period. Possible interpretations of the feature 
at this stage included a Bronze Age or medieval clearance cairn, and the rove 
was suspected of being intrusive. It was decided to investigate the feature 
further, following the completion of excavations at Cladh Aindreis. 

 

1.3 Season Six (2011) – aims and objectives 
 

1.3.1 The ATP established a series of aims and objectives for the 2011 season. 
Those related to the excavation of the Viking Boat Burial are included below:
   

 
 

• To rectify the paucity of information regarding the Ardnamurchan Peninsula 
in history and prehistory.  

• To understand how occupation in Ardnamurchan has changed over the long-
term and to assess how archaeological fieldwork can contribute to our 
understanding of human societies over large temporal sequences.  

• To study a particular landscape on the peninsula (Swordle Glen) in order to 
assess the potential of the archaeological remains in Ardnamurchan of all 
periods. In 2011 this included the conclusion of excavations at the 19th 
century site of Swordle Corrach, continuing the geophysical analysis and test-
pitting programme, and excavations on the foreshore and at the potential Iron 
Age promontory fort of Dun Mhurchaidh. The excavations at the foreshore 
form the basis of the report here, all other sites are described elsewhere in 
other Data Structure Reports (see Gray et al. forthcoming; Murtagh et al. 
forthcoming).  

• To develop a full outreach programme in order to: attract new audiences 
(participatory and non-participatory); increase the benefits of this project to a 
wider geographical audience; provide opportunities for interested parties to 
get involved in the archaeology of Ardnamurchan and disseminate 
information about the project and its findings to local community groups 
(discussed in Section 4 below). 

• To develop practical methodologies which integrate and situate core 
theoretical questions within archaeological practice (see Gray et al. 2009). 

 
1.3.2 To meet ATP’s broad aims a range of specific objectives have been identified 

to meet each aim satisfactorily.  The objectives require a set of tasks to be 
carried out over season six in order to bring this phase of the project to a 
successful conclusion. As noted the report here only refers to excavations on 
the foreshore, and so only objectives related to this excavation are included 
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here. These tasks are defined as follows (a full strategy for the completion of 
each task is provided in section 3 below). 

 
1.3.3 Specific objectives relating to the further investigation of the foreshore 

feature included: 
• To re-excavate the 2006 test trench. 
• To open a wider area for excavation as deemed necessary in order to identify 

the full extent of the feature. 
• To excavate the feature to determine its nature, date and significance.  
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2. METHODOLOGY 
2.1 General 

 
The ATP follows the IfA Code of Conduct, Standards and Guidance (2010).  

 
 All excavation was carried out by hand according to established ATP practice, 

principally by photography, scale drawing and written records using standard ATP 
pro-forma record sheets.  

 
   All finds were recorded three dimensionally with a Sokkia Set 650R Total Station. 
 
   All contexts were 100% sampled using standard bulk sample tubs. 
 

The location of all the trenches and exposed sections were surveyed using industry 
standard surveying equipment (a Sokkia Set 650R Total Station). 

 
   All trenches were backfilled on completion of the excavation. 
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3. ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESULTS 
3.2 General 

3.2.1  Numbers in bold in the following sections correspond to contexts listed in 
Appendix 1. 
 

3.2.2 The remains of the Boat Burial lie within the V-shaped inlet valley of Swordle 
Bay approximately 200m from Swordle Bay House and 50m from the 
Neolithic chambered cairn of Cladh Aindreis, a scheduled ancient monument 
(SAM 7778) under the care of Historic Scotland. 

 
3.2.3 The initial excavations conducted at the site were reported in Cobb et al. 

(2006). For ease of reference they are reproduced in section 3.2 below.  

3.3 2006 Excavations 
3.3.1 On a lower terrace of the Swordle River, a small area of rig and furrow field 

system was observed to be respecting a discrete circular turfed stone mound, 
which appeared to be artificially raised above the natural lay of the land on its 
western (river facing) side.  

 
3.3.2 A trench measuring 1m by 5m (with a 2m by1m extension to the northwest 

end of the trench) was opened to investigate this structure and examine its 
relationship with the surrounding rig and furrow. Excavation suggested that 
this was a small circular structure set into the beach gravels, and confirmed 
that it was respected by the rig and furrow. The structure was only partially 
revealed in excavation. The feature also appeared to have been subject to 
more recent robbing activity. Only one possibly diagnostic find was made, 
and this was an iron rove. Consequently little can be said about the age and 
purpose of this structure at present, however it will be fully investigated in 
future seasons. 

 

3.4 2011 Excavations 
3.4.1  The L shaped trench described in 3.2.2 was re-opened and all back filled   

deposits removed.  
 

3.4.2 The trench was then extended to 6m by 3m to the north. Topsoil (300) 
overlay a large spread of medium to large angular to sub-angular stones. 
Some of these appeared to be in situ (301) and were termed cairn stones, 
whilst others (306) appeared to have been dragged away from the central 
feature and had clear marks on them from being struck by a plough. Given the 
evidence for later lazy bedding surrounding the feature, it is appears the 
stones (306) had been dislodged during ploughing after the construction of 
the feature. The trench was extended 2m by 1.5m to the west forming a T-
shape covering the whole feature. The feature was respected by the lazy beds 
(contexts 309 to the east of the feature and 310 to the west of the feature, both 
dark brown sandy-silts). 
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Figure 2: Plan of Viking Boat Burial showing cairn stones (302), stones in fill (301) after removal of tumble (306) 
   

2.4.3 The tumble (306) was removed to reveal an oval shaped feature, measuring 
4.9m by 1.5m at its widest point and orientated WSW-ENE (Figures 2 and 3). 
For ease of reference, this is referred to as a west east orientation from this 
point on. The feature was formed by stones (301) and defined by a series of 
kerb stones (302) set within in a cut [314] into a small mound of natural 
beach shingle (304 and 311). The shingle consisted of 65% small well sorted 
sub-angular pebbles set within a mid-brown loose sandy silt, that had 
probably been deposited in a storm event. Stones (301) were overlain by a 
heavily bioturbated darkish brown sandy silt (305) measuring 4.5m by 1.5m 
in length and 0.3m deep. This layer presumably formed around the stones 
after they had been deposited.  
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Figure 3: Photograph showing cairn stones (301) and kerbstones (302) 
 

3.4.4 Deposit (305) overlay (312), a mid-light brown sandy silt that had formed 
around the cairn stones (301), prior to the deposition of (305). The deposit 
measured 4.6m by 1.2m wide and circa 0.3m deep (this varied depending on 
the location, being deeper towards the middle of the feature). Within this layer 
a lens was identified (316) consisting of orange-brown silty sand and 
measuring approximately 1m in diameter and only 1-3cm thick. The lens 
contained a spear head and shield boss (Figure 4), and appeared to have been 
formed from the decay of the shield itself. The spear was resting on a cairn 
stone, suggesting potentially it went in with the stones, although extensive 
shifting after deposition cannot be ruled out. Several possible roves were 
recovered from (312), most likely disturbed into this context by the extensive 
burrowing affecting this layer. In addition, a large sherd of grass-tempered 
pottery was also recovered. 
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Figure 4: Photograph showing the spear and shield boss in situ 

 
3.4.5 Two arcs of stones appeared to define the area which contained the shield 

and spear. This was not clear enough to define them as a separate context, but 
it appears there was a level of structure in the deposition of (301), at least 
initially. It may be that later disturbance removed any further evidence of 
such structured deposition.  

 
3.4.6 Deposit (312) and stones (301) overlay a secondary layer of kerbing (315), 

which had been carefully placed onto the first layer of kerbing (302), and the 
primary fill (313) of the boat, a dark brown clayey silt. This was found both 
underneath (312) and underneath both layers of kerbing (302 and 315). This 
was not present through all areas of the feature, mostly surviving under 
certain stones from 301. Potentially this was part of the boat itself, and is the 
same as (318), the primary fill of the feature.  

 
3.4.7 In the west side of the boat there was a layer between (312) and (313). This 

was a mid-brown clayey silt. It is not clear what formed this layer, although it 
may been connected to the decay of some organic material within the boat. 

 
3.4.8 Deposit (318), a dark brown sandy silt, measuring 4.9m by 1.5m in length 

and varying between 0.1m and 0.02m in depth, was found throughout the 
base of the feature and was overlain by (312). The layer was mostly likely 
formed by a mixture of initial silting prior to the insertion of the boat, the 
decay of the boat itself, and some of the materials that were within the boat.  

 
3.4.9  Deposit (313) contained several finds including a large iron pan with a metre 

long handle, the copper-alloy top of a drinking horn and several rivets. A 
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small fragment of bone was also discovered in this layer, along with two 
human teeth. The fill of the large pan was given its own context number 
(319) and sampled separately.  

 
3.4.10  Layer (318) was extremely finds rich. It not only contained the vast majority 

of the rivets and roves that were recovered it also contained numerous other 
finds including a sword (Figure 5), an axe (Figure 7) (both can be seen on the 
plan in Figure 6), a bronze ring pin, a whetstone, a sickle, flint strike-a-lights 
and various other pieces of metalwork. 

 
 

 
Figure 5: Photograph of the sword in situ. 
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Figure 6: Mid-ex Plan of Viking Boat Burial showing location of sword and axe. The axe is shaded, the sword is 
visible in outline. 
 

3.4.11 Within (318) towards the eastern end of the boat a small deposit was 
discovered of firm, dark brown silty clay, measuring 0.2m by 0.2m by 0.1m 
(320). This was a discrete deposit and contained 18 pieces of largely so-far 
unidentified metal work, but including potential nails. This deposit may have 
emerged from the placement of a small bag in this part of the boat. 

 
3.4.12 Deposit/layer (318) and kerb stones (302) and (315) overlay the boat cut 

(314) this was a boat-shaped cut measuring 4.9m by 1.5m with steep sloping-
slightly concave sides, and a flat base. The prow and the keel ends were more 
gradually sloping.  

 
3.4.13 During excavation each kerb stone was numbered and in back filling they 

were returned to their previous position. The feature itself was backfilled 
with beach shingle (almost 100% of the earth fill having been sampled) and 
this left the feature visible on the surface, and will form the basis of later 
heritage programmes. 
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3.4.14 There was evidence of burrowing throughout the fills of the feature, 
suggesting further post-depositional activity by rodents.  

 
3.4.15 Sampling strategy: All fills of the deposit were 100% sampled to be wet-

sieved in order to ensure not artefacts or organic remains were missed, and to 
ensure the maximum potential for post-excavation analysis. The samples 
were separated not only by context but also by location within the boat.  

 
 

 
Figure 7: Photograph of the axe in situ 
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4. DISCUSSION 

4.1 The sequence 
 The sequence began with the cutting of a feature [314] into a natural mound of beach 

shingle (304 and 311) most likely laid down in a storm event (see Figures 8 and 9). 
 

 The boat was inserted into this cut after a brief period of silting (perhaps after no 
more than a few hours of being open). This later decayed and mixed with the silting 
through post depositional events (such as collapse of the stone cairn through the 
boats decay) to produce (318) and (313). The finds recovered from (313) and (318) 
were placed into the boat, potentially alongside the body. These included the sword, 
the axe, the ring pin and the ladle as well as the whetstone and the flint strike-a-
lights. The location of these latter finds at the very bottom of the boat suggests the 
potential they were placed underneath the body, though the lack of survival of the 
corpse makes this difficult to prove. The small bag-like deposit (320) was also placed 
in the boat at this time. 

 
 The location of the teeth closer to the west side of the boat suggests the body was 

placed with the head towards the west and the feet towards the east. The lack of 
survival makes it difficult to be sure about the exact position of the corpse, though 
this may be able to be reconstructed from the location of other finds in part. 

 
 After the body was inserted stones were laid around the boat, beginning with two 

layers of kerbing first (302) and then (315). The boat was then filled in with stones 
(301), initially at least surrounding the burial area, then later covering the whole 
burial. It is likely that at this stage the stones were piled above ground level. Some 
then collapsed into the feature as the boat and body decayed, whilst others were 
dragged off by later medieval or post-medieval ploughing. Some may also have been 
robbed to make nearby stone walls still visible today. The shield and spear may have 
been inserted during the infilling of the boat with (301), the former decaying to form 
(316). 

 
 Although we cannot be certain about the origin of the stones, the proximity of the 

burial to the Neolithic chambered cairn is unlikely to be coincidence (see 4.4) and 
they may well have been robbed from there. 

 
 After the stones had been placed in the boat a series of deposits formed including 

(305) and (312). Finally the mound grassed over forming topsoil (300). 
 
 Later activity is represented by the lazy bedding in the form of contexts (309) and 

(310).  
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Figure 8: Post-ex plan of cut [314] the Viking Boat Burial 
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Figure 9: Photograph of excavated Viking Boat Burial 

 

4.2 The finds 
 A range of important finds were located in the burial and are described below. A full 

finds list can be found in Appendix 4.  
 
 A full specialist report has been written by Dr. Colleen Batey of the University of 

Glasgow (Appendix 7) and a conservation report compiled by Pieta Greaves of AOC 
Archaeology, Edinburgh, can be found in Appendix 6. 

 
 The axe. Placed to one side of the body, wood from the handle survives and should 

be identifiable to species. 
 
 The sword. Broadly a Peterson type K sword. Initial inspection by both Dr. Batey 

and Dr. Gareth Williams of the British museum suggest the sword may take up an 
interesting place in Viking typologies, potentially linking elements of different 
styles. Textiles survive around the sword blade, and these are unlikely to come from 
the scabbard. They may thus either represent something the blade was wrapped in, or 
part of the Vikings clothing, if it was touching the body. These possibilities will be 
explored through further specialist analysis. Conservation analysis by Pieta Greaves 
of AOC Archaeology Ltd has revealed that the pommel has been decorated with 
silver wire dividing the five lobes that make it up (see appendix 7). The handle grip 
looks like it is bone/antler/ivory type material with a bronze core, only the blade is 
iron (the sword location is indicated in Figure 6). 
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 The saucepan/ladle. This impressive artefact comprised a 1m long handle and a 
bowl/pan which contained other metal items, as well as a series of well preserved 
organic remains (likely plant, rather than food remains) that will be identifiable to 
species using a scanning electron microscope. Significant pieces of wood, likely 
from the boat itself, were also adhered to the underside of the bowl/pan. 

 
 The ring pin. Potentially Scandinavian in origin, and made of copper alloy, the pin 

was perhaps used to bind a shroud around the corpse, or originally attached to 
clothing. Its placement against the side of the boat suggests also this may have been a 
separate grave good.  

 
 The whetstone. The whetstone is of Norwegian schist suggesting connections back to 

the Viking homeland.  
 

 The drinking horn. The drinking horn top is copper alloy. A small piece of iron with 
a hollow end has been suggested as the base of the horn (the horn itself having rotted 
away). This remains to be confirmed or refuted by specialist analysis. 

   
 Other finds. There are of course many other finds from the boat burial that will 

continue to shed light on the Viking, the boat and the circumstances of burial, 
including over 200 rivets. These will be fully analysed in due course.       

4.3 The decision to excavate 
 When we realised that we had a high likelihood of a Viking boat burial we 

considered extensively whether or not to call a halt to the excavation. However, one 
fundamental issue strongly weighed against leaving the material in situ: our previous 
experience of illegal metal detecting – so called nighthawking – in and around sites 
we had been excavating, especially those less than 100m the Viking boat burial.  

 
 Previously we had discovered clear evidence of nighthawking at the scheduled 

ancient monument of Cladh Aindreis (something reported at the time to the then 
Historic Scotland inspector John Malcolm). People, having heard of our excavations, 
had clearly been drawn to the site to see what they could find. Luckily only 20th 
century nails were located on this occasion. The Viking boat burial clearly had much 
more to lose if it was violated in this manner.  

 
 The public nature of our excavations and the small intimate community of the 

Ardnamurchan peninsula meant that keeping the finds a secret was impossible. 
Indeed, we attempted to ‘keep things quiet’ and still encountered strangers 40 miles 
away with intimate knowledge of what we had found. We therefore felt that leaving 
the metalwork in the ground unguarded for a minimum of 12 months whilst we 
searched for funding was the less safe course of action. Having consulted with 
colleagues in Durham, Edinburgh and Denmark and sought conservation advice the 
decision was made to excavate the finds. This decision was not made lightly but we 
felt this was the best course of action given the circumstances. 

 
 Ultimately, once discovered, we could not ensure the in situ preservation of the 

remains given the existing precedent for nighthawking and this underlay our decision 
to excavate the site. 
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4.4 The importance of the location and wider evidence for Viking activity 
 The location of the site 50m from the Neolithic chambered tomb and from later 

Bronze Age activity is unlikely to be fortuitous. This is evidenced not only by the 
repeated use of older prehistoric burial monuments by Vikings, but also by direct 
evidence from the chambered tomb itself. Excavations in 2010 uncovered part of a 
later feature cut into the chambered tomb. At the time this was thought to be 19th 
century. Only a small part of the feature was excavated (that which was inside 
Trench 1). A full report of this can be found in Harris et al. (2010). However on 
closer examination a bead discovered close to the base of this feature was revealed to 
be Viking. As only a very small percentage of the feature has been excavated it is 
currently impossible to say whether the feature is Viking in origin or clipped earlier 
Viking activity. Investigating this will be a priority for future seasons of work. 

 
 Potentially numerous factors link the Viking boat burial and the earlier prehistoric 

funerary sites therefore, including location, potential re-use of stones from the cairn, 
potential reuse of flints from the cairn as strike a lights in the boat burial, and also the 
presence of Viking material culture in features at the cairn itself. 

4.5 The importance of the site 
 Viking boat burials on the British mainland are exceedingly rare, with the exception 

of a few potential examples excavated during the 19th and earlier 20th century, most 
notably at Huna in Caithness (Graham-Campbell and Batey 1998). No previous 
Viking boat burial has been excavated on the mainland to modern archaeological 
standards. This compares with examples from the islands around Scotland where 
well known recent examples have been excavated at Westness and Scar (Graham-
Campbell and Batey 1998). The closest parallel to the Swordle Bay boat burial is the 
example excavated in the 19th century at Kiloran Bay on Collonsay (Graham 
Campbell and Batey 1998).  

 
 The importance of this find cannot, therefore, be overstated. It adds to a still limited 

corpus of Viking burials from across the UK, and represents the sole properly 
excavated example from the mainland. It tells us more about the Viking engagement 
with Britain, and represents an opportunity to consider occupation of the mainland in 
a new light. 

 
 The boat burial also has the potential to give another example of a Viking funeral and 

to explore important questions about the kinds of rituals and performances that 
surrounded this (cf. Price 2010). Given the range of objects preserved and the 
exceptional organic preservation the potential for developing a significant, 
theoretically sophisticated narrative of socio-material biographies before and through 
the funeral is hugely exciting. 

 
 In addition it adds significantly to the research goals of the Ardnamurchan 

Transitions Project, particularly our attempt to develop an understanding of the long-
term occupation of Swordle Bay. We now have evidence for another key period. 
However, this requires situating in terms of the rest of the bay: is there any evidence 
for local occupation in this period? Additionally, it requires locating within a broader 
consideration of Viking evidence of engagement in Ardnamurchan including the 
extensive place-name evidence that already exists.  
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5. CONCLUSION 
5.1.1. The feature partially uncovered in 2006 was fully excavated in 2011 and revealed to 

be a Viking boat burial. Several finds, including a sword, an axe, a spear, a ladle-type 
object a whetstone, a bronze ring-pin, the bronze rim of a drinking horn, and a sherd 
of pottery were recovered from the burial, suggesting that this was a remarkably rich 
Viking boat burial of a warrior, or at least someone whose material culture created 
them as such. Given the series of weapons the burial can be gendered as potentially 
male. Preliminary analysis of the finds suggests a Late 9th/early 10th century AD 
date. Initial sourcing of some of the finds suggests that the ring-pin is from Ireland, 
the whetstone from Orkney, and the pottery of local Hebridean tradition. 

 
5.1.2. The body itself survived only as two teeth and two small fragments of bone. These 

will be examined by an osteologist (Dr. John Robb of the University of Cambridge) 
but it is not expected that they will be diagnostic. Nevertheless isotopic studies will 
be conducted of the teeth and the bone, along with potential DNA sequencing of the 
material. 

 
5.1.3. The boat survived in the form of over 200 rivets and roves, many in or close to their 

original location, often with mineralised wood from the boat surviving attached to 
these. It was also represented in the decayed contexts 313 and 318. Other wood 
survived under the pan/bowl of the ladle/saucepan which may well have originated in 
the boat. The boat itself was probably a small craft made with clinker-type 
technology. Further analysis of the mineralised wood as well as 3D plots of the rivets 
and roves will reveal more about the boat, as will modelling of the craft itself.  

 
5.1.4. The excavation of the boat burial represents an important achievement in moving the 

research goals of the Ardnamurchan Transitions Project forward as well as 
establishing important new evidence with regard to broader narratives of the Viking 
diaspora. Future work by the project will focus on setting this important site in 
context, and returning to the chambered cairn to examine evidence for Viking re-use 
(Historic Scotland and Scheduled Monument Consent permitting.). 
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APPENDIX 1: Context Register 
 
Context Trench  Site  Description 

300 3 241 Topsoil 
301 3 241 Cairn stones (fill of Boat burial) 
302 3 241 Outer ring of stones defining kerb within feature 
303 3 241 Natural beach shingle 
304 3 241 Natural raised beach shingle from storm event 
305 3 241 Upper matrix around cairn stones (305) 
306 3 241 Tumble from cairn - stones dragged off by ploughing 
307 3 241 Fill of possible feature (later realised no feature present) 

308 3 241 Cut of possible feature (later realised no feature present) 
309 3 241 Lazy bed to east of feature 
310 3 241 Lazy bed to west of feature 
311 3 241 Pebble layer under (300) 
312 3 241 Matrix around stones (301) under (305) 
313 3 241 Bottom matrix around stones 
314 3 241 Cut of boat burial 
315 3 241 Inner ring of kerb stones 
316 3 241 Decayed remnants of shield 
317 3 241 Fill beneath (312) on west side of boat 
318 3 241 Lowest fill of cut [314] 
319 3 241 Fill of deposit within saucepan bowl 
320 3 241 Small deposit within (318) at east end of boat 
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APPENDIX 2: Photographic Register 
 
Early on the film cameras for this site were split between here and another excavation nearby (films 
2 and 3). These registers thus feature pictures from both sites. All those regarding the Iron Age 
promontory fort are marked (Dun M). The digital for the Viking Boat burial site kept a separate set 
of registers that are recorded below.  
 
 
Film 1/Digital 
Shot Digital Description Taken From Conditions 
1  Registration Shot   
2-3 100-0312 Stone surface in TP 3 (DUN M) S O/C 
4-5 100-0313 S facing section of TP2 with OGS (005) (DUN M) N Fair 
6-7 100-0314-

5 
W facing section TP2 with OGS (005) (DUN M) E Fair 

8-9 100-0316 Post-ex TP2 (DUN M) S Fair 
10-11 100-0317 Post-ex TP2 (DUN M) N Fair 
12-13  Pre-ex shot of ABB Cairn E O/C 
14-15  As above W O/C 
16-17  As above S O/C 
18-19  As above N O/C 
20-21  Pre-ex shot of pebble deposit SW O/C 

 100-318-
320 

General working shots of fort (DUN M)   

24-25 1000-0322 Mid-ex shot of TP 5 (DUN M) E O/C 
26-27 100-0323 Mid ex shot TP 4 (DUN M) E O/C 
28-29  Mid ex of VBB cairn SW O/C 
30-31  Mid-ex of VBB cairn NE Sunny 
32-33  Mid-ex of VBB cairn  S Sunny 
34-35  Mid-ex of VBB cairn E Sunny 
36  Working shot   
     
 

 
Film 2/Digital 
Shot Digital Description Taken from Conditions 
1-2  Mid-ex shot of VBB NW Bright 
3-4  Mid-ex shot of VBB NE Bright 
5-6  Mid-ex shot of VBB SE Bright 
7-8  Mid-ex shot of VBB SW Bright 
9-10  Close up of Iron SF 6 SE Bright 
11-12  Close up of rivet NW Bright 
13  Registration shot  Bright 
14-15 100-0324 Pre-ex of TP 6 (Dun M) W Bright 
16-17 100-0325 Mid-ex of TP5 (Dun M) W Bright 
18-19  Mid-ex of TP4 (Dun M) S Bright 
20-21  Mid-ex of TP4 (Dun M) S Bright 
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22-23 100-0326 Mid-ex of TP4 (Dun M) S Bright 
24-25  Close up of SF6 SW Bright 
26-27  Close up of SF6 NE Bright 
28-29  Close up of SF6 NE Bright 
30-31  Mid-ex shot of SE facing section VBB NW O/C 
32-33  As above plus close up of W half NW O/C 
34-35  As above plus close up of E half NW O/C 
36  Working shot   
37-38  Mid-ex shot of VBB W Clear 
39-40  Mid-ex shot of VBB N Clear 
41-42  Mid-ex shot of VBB E Clear 
43  Mid-ex shot of VBB S Clear 
 

 
Film 3 
 
Shots  Description Facing  Conditions 
1  Registration Shot   
2-3  Working shot   
4-5  Close up of possible Iron Boss SF24 E Bright 
6-7  Close up of possible Iron pin E Bright 
8-9  Close up of boss sf50 and pin E Bright 
10-11  Close up of boss sf50 and pin and spear W Bright 
12-13  Close up of boss sf50 and pin and spear E Bright 
14-15  Mid-ex shot of VBB = drawing 11 W Bright 
16-17  Mid-ex shot of VBB = drawing 11 S Bright 
18-19  Mid-ex shot of VBB = drawing 11 E Bright 
20-21  Mid-ex shot of VBB = drawing 11 N Bright 
22-23  Close up of SF49 and 50 N Bright 
24-25  Close up of SF50 before lifting W Bright 
26-27  Close up of SF113, 114, 115 and 116 E Bright 
28-29  Close up of SF134 N Bright 
30-31  Shot of (302) and [314] W Bright 
32-33  Shot of (302) and [314] S Bright 
34-35  Shot of (302) and [314] E Bright 
 
Film 5 
 
Shots Digital Description Facing Conditions 
1  Registration shot   
2-3  Shot of (302) and [314] N Bright 
4-5  Close up of SF 187 N O/C 
6-7  Close up of SF 159 W O/C 
8-9  Post-ex shot of VBB [314} W Bright 
10-11  Post-ex shot of VBB [314} S Bright 
12-13  Post-ex shot of VBB [314} E Bright 
14-15  Post-ex shot of VBB [314} N Bright 
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16-17  Post-ex shot of TP near VBB N Bright 
 
Digital Shots from VBB 
 
Digital Description Facing Conditions 
950-3 Working shots  Bright 

954 Mid-ex shot (304) E Bright 
955-7 Mid-ex shot (304) W Bright 

958 Pre-ex shot of 302 W Bright 
959 Pre-ex shot of 302 N Bright 
960 Pre-ex shot of 302 E Bright 
961 Pre-ex shot of 302 S Bright 
962 Pre-ex shots of ABB trench 3 S Bright 
963 Pre-ex shots of ABB trench 3 N Bright 
964 Pre-ex shots of ABB trench 3 SW Bright 
965 Pre-ex shots of ABB trench 3 SW Bright 
966 Pre-ex shots of ABB trench 3 SE Bright 
967 Pre-ex shots of ABB trench 3 NE Bright 
968 Pre-ex shots of ABB trench 3 NW Bright 

969-74 Working shots   
975 Pre-ex shot of possible pebble deposit SW O/C 

989-90 Working shots   
991 Mid-ex shot of VBB NE Bright 
992 Mid-ex shot of VBB SW Bright 
993 Mid-ex shot of VBB NW Bright 
994 Mid-ex shot of VBB SE Bright 
995 Iron find in situ SE Bright 
996 Mid-ex shot of VBB NW Bright 
997 Mid-ex shot of VBB NE Bright 
998 Mid-ex shot of VBB NE Bright 
999 Mid-ex shot of VBB SE Bright 

1000 Mid-ex shot of VBB SW Bright 
1001 Mid-ex shot of VBB SW Bright 
1002 Mid-ex shot of VBB SW Bright 
1003 Mid-ex shot of VBB SW Bright 
1004 Close up of metal  Bright 
1005 Close up of metal  Bright 
1010 Working shot   

1011-1014 Close up of SF 6 Various O/C 
1015-1020 Working shots Various O/C 

1021 Mid ex shot of section of VBB NW O/C 
1022 As above but close up of W half NW O/C 
1023 As above but close up of E half NW O/C 
1029 Mid-ex shot of VBB W Clear 
1030 Mid-ex shot of VBB N Clear 
1031 Mid-ex shot of VBB E Clear 
1032 Mid-ex shot of VBB S Clear 
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1033 Working shot  Bright 
1034-1036 Close up of SF24-26 S Bright 
0001-0002 Close up of SF24-26 S Bright 
0004-0008 Shots of SF24  Bright 
0011-0012 Working shots  Bright 
0013 Mid-ex of VBB W Bright 
0014 Mid-ex of VBB S Bright 
0015 Mid-ex of VBB E Bright 
0016 Mid-ex of VBB N Bright 
0017 Close of of SF 49  Bright 
0018 Close of of SF 49  Bright 
0019 Close up of SF 50  Bright 
0020 Close up of SF 50  Bright 
0021-0022 Working shots  Bright 
0023 Close up of handle of SF50  Bright 
0033-0035 SF 82 in situ  Bright 
0036-0041 Working shots   
0042 Close oup of SF 113, 114, 115 and 116 E Bright 
0043-0044 Working shots   
0045-0056 Working shots   
0057-0059 Close up of SF 134 in situ N Bright 
0060 Shot of (302) and [314] W Bright 
0061 Shot of (302) and [314] S Bright 
0062 Shot of (302) and [314] E Bright 
0063 Shot of (302) and [314] N Bright 
0066 Close up of SF 187 in situ N O/C 
0067 Close up of (320) and SF 189-191, 196 and 197 E O/C 
0068 SF 159 in situ W O/C 
0069-0070 In situ rivets in W end 273-280 W Bright 
0071 Post-ex shot of VBB W Bright 
0072 Post-ex shot of VBB S Bright 
0073 Post-ex shot of VBB E Bright 
0074 Post-ex shot of VBB N Bright 
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APPENDIX 3: Drawings Register ATP 11 
 

No. Sheet No. Scale Description/Contexts 
1 1 1:20 Pre-ex plan of trench 3 
2 2 1:10 North-facing section along 2006 trench 
3 3 1:20 Composite plan of site 241 outline  
4 4 1:20 Pre-ex plan of VBB composite 2006 and 2011 
5 5 1:20 Shaded composite pre-ex plan 
6 6 1:20 Running section of SE facing section 
7 7 1:20 Mid-ex plan of VBB 
8 8 1:20 Hypothesis plan of (302), (312) and SF6 
9 9 1:20 Mid-ex plan of (313) and possible kerbing 
10 10 1:20 Plan of sample locations between drawings 7 & 9 
11 11 1:20 Sample plan number 3 
12 12 1:20 Plan of small find 50 
13 13 1:20 Plan of small finds in (313) and (318) 
14 14 1:20 Plan of (302) kerb stones plus finds 113 to 116 and 

134 
15 15 1:20 Plan of find 177 – overlays plan 14 
16 16 1:10 Post-ex profile W-E through [314] of VBB 
17 17 1:10 Post-ex profile A-B through [314] 
18 18 1:20 Post-ex plan of VBB and cut [314] 
19 19 1:20 Post-ex of test pit near VBB 
20 20 1:10 Post-ex profiles through [314] E-F 
21 20 1:10 As above G-H 
22 20 1:10 As above I-J 
23 20 1:10 As above K-L 
24 21 1:10 As above M-N 
25 21 1:10 As above O-P 

 
 

 
Relevant drawings from ATP 06 
 

5 5 1:50 Site 241, pre-ex plan  
6 6 1:20 Site 241, plan  
7 6 1:20 Site 241, plan 
8 7 1:20 Site 241, plan 
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APPENDIX 4: Finds Lists 
 
The 3D co-ordinates have not been listed here, but are present in both electronic and hardcopy form. 
Only where it is noted here explicitly were 3D co-ordinates not recorded. We include here a 
complete original finds list as recorded in the field, the two relevant finds from the 2006 
excavations and also the initial categorisation by Dr. Colleen Batey of Glasgow University in 
advance of her complete finds report. Three dimensional co-ordinates are not recorded here but 
have been noted elsewhere for all finds unless specifically noted otherwise.   
 

SF No. Context Description East North Height 
Comments 
from specialist 

1 / charcoal?     
2 us metalwork, found in sieve     
3 304 Flint     

4 us 
flint. Mixed material from base 
of Al's trench     

5 312 Bone     
6 316 Iron-spear     
7 312 Rivet     
8 312 Rivet     
9 312 Rivet     
10 312 Rivet     
11 312 Large quartz block     

12 312 Possible stone bowl fragments     
13 312 Possible pottery     
14 312 Possible rivet     

15 313 Bone. Bioturbation, not in situ     
16 313 Hollow metal object     
17 313 Possible metal bowl     
18 313 Rivet     
19 313 Rivet     
20 313 Rivet     
21 313 Rivet     
22 313 Rivet     
23 313 Pottery     

24 316 
Sheild 
Boss    

25 316 Iron object     
26 316 Rivet     
27 313 Rivet     
28 313 Rivet     
29 313 Rivet     
30 313 Possible pumice     
31 us Rivet     
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32 313 Rivet     
33 313 Rivet     
34 313 Possible pin     
35 316 Iron next to bosse     
36 316 Iron next to bosse     
37 312? Rivet     
38 313 Knife     
39 318 Rivet     
40 318 Rivet     
41 313 Rivet     
42 313 Rivet     
43 313 Rivet     
44 313 Rivet     
45 313 Rivet (stern)     
46 318 Flint     
47 313 Charcoal no 3D    
48 313 Bone, human?     

49 313 Cu alloy-rim of drinking horn?     
50 313 Iron object     
51 313 Rivet     
52 313 Rivet     
53 313 Part of sf49     
54 318 Rivet (bow)     
55 318 Rivet (bow)     
56 318 Rivet (bow)     
57 318 Rivet (bow)     
58 318 Rivet (bow)     
59 318 Rivet (bow)     
60 318 Rivet (stern)     
61 318 Rivet (stern)     
62 318 Rivet (stern)     
63 313 Bone and shell, degraded     
64 313 Rivet (bow)     
65 313 Rivet (stern)     
66 318 Rivet (stern)     
67 313 Rivet (bow)     
68 313 Human teeth     
69 312 Possible rivet     
70 318 Rivets located under sf50     

71 318 
Rivets (bow),exact location 
unknown no 3D    

72 318 Rivet (bow)     
73 318 Rivet (bow)     
74 318 Rivet (bow)     
75 318 Rivet (bow)     
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76 318 Rivet (bow)     
77 318 Rivet (stern)     
78 318 Rivet (stern)     
79 318 Rivet (bow)     
80 318 Rivet (stern)     
81 318 Rivet (stern)     
82 318 Bronze ring pin     
83 318 Rivet (stern)     
84 318 Big rivet (bow)     
85 318 Big rivet (bow)     
86 318 Possible bead?     
87 318 Rivet (bow)     
88 318 Charcoal     
89 318 Charcoal     
90 318 Rivet (bow)     

91 318 
Rivet (bow), exact location 
unknown no 3D    

92 318 Rivet (bow)     
93 318 Flint, scraper?     
94 318 Flint     
95 318 Rivet (stern)     
96 318 Rivet (bow)     
97 318 Flint x2     
98 318 Flint     
99 318 Flint     
100 318 Rivet (stern)     
101 318 Rivet (bow)     

102 318 
Rivet (stern), exact location 
unknown no 3D    

103 318 Rivet (bow)     
104 318 Rivet (stern)     
105 318 Rivet (bow)     
106 318 Rivet (bow)     
107 318 Rivet     
108 318 Pottery?     
109 318 Rivet (middle)     
110 318 Rivet (middle)     
111 318 Rivet (middle)     
112 313 Rivet (stern)     
113 318 Iron bracket/scythe?     
114 318 Big rivet      
115 318 Big rivet     
116 318 Whetstone     
117 318 Big rivet (stern)     
118 318 Rivet (stern)     
119 318 Flint     
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120 318 Rivet (stern/middle)     
121 318 Flint     
122 318 Rivet (middle)     
123 318 Rivet (middle)     
124 318 Big rivet (middle)     
125 318 Big rivet (middle)     
126 318 Rivet (middle)     
127 318 Rivet (middle)     
128 318 Rivet (middle)     
129 318 Rivet (middle)     
130 318 Rivet (middle)     
131 318 Rivet (middle)     
132 318 Rivet (middle)     
133 318 Rivet (middle)     
134 318 Axehead     
135 318 Rivet (middle)     
136 318 Rivet (stern)     
137 318 Rivet (stern)     
138 318 Rivet?     
139 318 Rivet (middle)     
140 318 Rivet (middle)     

141 318 
Rivet (stern), exact location 
unknown no 3D    

142 318 Rivet (middle)     
143 318 Iron object (middle)     
144 318 Rivet (middle)     
145 318 Rivet (middle)     
146 318 Iron object     
147 318 Charcoal     
148 318 Rivet (middle)     
149 318 iron object     
150 318 Iron object     
151 us Rivets/flint?     
152 318 Rivet (middle)     
153 318 Rivet (middle)     
154 318 Rivet (middle)     
155 318 Rivet (middle)     
156 318 Rivet (middle)     
157 318 Rivet (middle)     
158 318 Rivet (middle)     
159 318 Handle of sf50     
160 318 Rivet (middle)     

161 318 
Iron object, exact location 
unknown no 3D    

162 318 Rivet (bow)     
163 318 Rivet (bow)     
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164 318 Organic material?     
165 318 Rivet (middle)     
166 318 Rivet (middle)     
167 us Iron object     

168 318 
Rivet (bow), exact location 
unknown no 3D    

169 318 Rivet (middle)     
170 318 Nail     
171 318 Nail     
172 318 Iron object     
173 318 Big rivet     
174 318 Rivet (middle)     
175 318 Rivet (stern)     
176 318 Rivet (bow)     
177 318 Rivet (bow)     

178 300 Rivet, exact location unknown no 3D    
179 318 Rivet (middle)     
180 318 Rivet (bow)     
181 318 Rivet (middle)     
182 318 Rivet (stern)     
183 318 Rivet (bow)     
184 320 Possible rivets (bow)     
185 318 Iron object (middle)     
186 318 Rivet (bow)     
187 318 Sword (5 fragments)     

188 318 Possible scabbard decoration     
189 320 Nail     
190 320 Iron object     
191 320 Iron object     
192 318 Rivet (stern)     
193 318 Rivet (stern)     
194 318 Rivet (stern)     
195 300 iron pieces     
196 320 Iron object (bow)     
197 320 iron object (bow)     
198 320 Iron object (bow)     
199 320 Iron object (bow)     
200 320 Iron object (bow)     
201 320 Iron object (bow)     
       
202 320 Iron object (bow)     
203 us Iron object  no 3D    
204 318 Rivet (middle)     
205 318 Rivet (middle)     
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206 318 Rivet (stern)     
207 318 Rivet (stern)     
208 318 Rivet (stern)     
209 318 Rivet (middle)     
210 320 Iron object     
211 320 Iron object     
212 318 Rivet (stern)     
213 320 Iron fragments     
214 318 Iron fragments     
215 318 Rivet (bow)     
216 318 Rivet (bow)     
217 318 Rivet (bow)     
218 318 Rivet (bow)     
219 318 Rivet (bow)     
220 318 Rivet (stern)     
221 318 Rivet (stern)     
222 318 Rivet (stern)     
223 318 Rivet (stern)     
224 318 Rivet (bow)     
225 318 Rivet (stern)     
226 318 Rivet (stern)     
227 318 Rivet (stern)     
228 318 Rivet (stern)     
229 318 Rivet (stern)     
230 318 Rivet (bow)     
231 318 Nail (bow)     
232 318 Rivet (bow)     
233 318 Rivet (bow)     
234 318 Rivet (bow)     
235 318 Rivet (bow)     
236 318 Rivet (stern)     
237 318 Rivet (stern)     
238 318 Rivet (bow)     

239 318 Possible leather (stern/middle)     
240 318 Rivet (bow)     
241 318 Rivet (bow)     
242 318 Rivet (bow)     
243 318 Rivet (bow)     
244 318 Nail (bow)     
245 318 Rivet (bow)     
246 318 Rivet (stern)     
247 318 Rivet (stern)     
248 318 Rivet (stern)     
249 318 Rivet (bow)     
250 320 Iron object     
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251 318 Nail (bow)     
252 320 Rivet (bow)     
253 320 Rivet     
254 320 Rivet     
255 318 Rivet (stern)     
256 318 Rivet (stern)     
257 318 Rivet (stern)     
258 318 Rivet (stern)     
259 318 Rivet (bow)     
260 318 Rivet (bow)     
261 318 Rivet (bow)     
262 318 Nail      
263 318 Nail     
264 300 Rivet and nail     
265 318 Rivet     
266 318 Rivet (bow)     
267 320 Rivets?(bow)     
268 318 Rivet (stern)     
269 318 Rivet (stern)     
270 318 Rivet (stern)     
271 318 Charcoal? (bow)     
272 318 Rivet (bow)     
273 318 Rivet (stern)     
274 318 Rivet (stern)     
275 318 Rivet (stern)     
276 318 Rivet (stern)     
277 318 Rivet (stern)     
278 318 Rivet (stern)     
279 318 Rivet (stern)     
280 318 Rivet (stern)     
281 318 Iron object (bow)     
282 318 Iron object (bow)     
283 318 Rivet (stern)     
284 318 Rivet (bow)     

285 318 
Rivets (stern), exact location 
unknown no 3D    

286 318 
Rivets (middle), exact location 
unknown no 3D    

287 318 Rivet (middle)     
 
 

 
Relevant finds from ATP06 
 
12 301 Site 241 Trench  Possible Rove 
13 301 Site 241 Trench  Animal Bone 
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Initial categorisation of finds by Dr. Colleen Batey 
 
 
 
 
SF No. Context Description Material Dimensions Conservation Comments from 

specialist 

              

COPPER 
ALLOY 

            

49 313 Rim of 
drinking horn 

copper 
alloy 

d73.55mm; ht 
16.14mm; 
t0.48mm 

two sections of 
adhering textiles; 
stable 

Complete ring of thin metal 
with rolled over rim 
indicating thickness of horn 
as approx 2.30mm. Two 
parallel lines of incised 
grooves on outer face. 
Possible traces of very small 
pin hole for securing at 
lower edge. A drinking horn 
terminal was recovered from 
one of the rich pagan graves 
at Ballinaby , Islay and 
another from Pierowall in 
Orkney (Graham-Campbell 
and Batey 1998, 122-3, fig 
7.5; 7.10). @ 

53 313 Part of sf49 copper 
alloy 

affixed     

82 318 Ringed pin copper 
alloy 

shank l 
87.77mm; 
head d 
43.75mm 

traces of textile 
at ring/shank 
junction 

Complete tapering shank, 
slightly bent with looped 
attachment for the complete 
ring head. Ring head has two 
pronounced bosses and one 
possible third one which is 
damaged. Shank is circular 
in section and squared 
towards lower bent shank. 
The bent form would have 
facilitated fixing. A single 
example only is recorded 
from Fanning's corpus of 
ringed pins from Dublin, 
from the Viking pagan 
cemetery at Islandbridge. 
Date suggested by Fanning 
for the type is second half 
9th century (Fanning 1994, 
46-49)@ 
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IRON             

34 313 ?blade iron need xray 3 non conjoining 
fragments 

One section has modern 
break, roughly triangular 
section  

16 313 Possible 
ferrule 

iron     Indet, but both ends seem 
complete. 

113 318 Sickle iron max l  
224.05mm; 
blade w 
approx 
48.05mm  

heavily corroded Virtually complete sickle 
blade with distinctive curved 
end tapering to a point. 
Initially identified as a 
bracket. Cf Scar, Sanday 
where a small sickle of 
similar form, but with 
organic handle preserved, 
has been noted (Owen and 
Dalland 1999, 89-91) @ 

134 318 Axehead iron max w 
24mm; shank 
125.34mm 
max; blade l 
164.60mm; t 
approx 80mm  

Traces of 
corroded shaft. 
Dense metal 
preserved. 
Organic material 
on surface? 

Complete axehead, with 
preserved shaft fragments in 
corrosion. Handle fixing has 
V-shaped lower projection 
(spur), upper part obscured 
currently by corrosion. 
Complete blade length 
indicates a broad bladed 
form. Similar examples 
include items in the Dublin 
assemblage (Halpin  2008, 
p164) although dated 
somewhat later. Different 
axe forms have been noted 
elsewhere in Scottish pagan 
graves, for example at 
Ballinaby, Islay (cf Graham-
Campbell and Batey 1998, 
123, fig 7.5)@ 
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187 318 Sword (5 
fragments) 

iron Overall: 
approx 750 
mm 
A)pommel 
and upper 
guard  74.40 
x 33.70mm. 
Grip l 
78.50mm x 
36.25mm. 
B)lower 
guard/crossgu
ard 
119.20mm x 
11.48mm. 
Grip 
26.95mm x 
44 x 75mm. 
Upper blade: l 
119.18mm x 
64.60mm. C 
and D) Mid 
and lower 
blade overall 
500mm x 
approx 50mm 

2 pieces now 
joined so 4 
pieces overall.  
Good textile 
impression, 
?folded. Needs 
another x-ray at 
lower kv.  

Fragmented sword with 
intact hilt and guard 
decorated with silver and 
copper alloy 
bands.Subdivisions made by 
twisted silver wire.  The  
pommel has five lobes 
increasing in size to the 
central one and the under 
side of the upper guard has 
two rivets in situ. The lower 
guard or cross guard has 
matching decoration and is 
slightly drooping in form. 
The type has close 
similarities with Petersen 
type P with its drooping 
guard (dated to first half of 
10th century) and to 
Petersen type K (dated to the 
late 9th century) (cf Peirce 
2002, 63 and 92-3) .  The 
blade remains to be 
investigated for signs of 
organic scabbard, marker's 
mark and fuller. Between the 
guards there appears to be an 
organic (bone/horn) sleeve 
witha  pronounced squared 
edge. The tip is not clear on 
xray and the metal seems to 
be very thin in that area. It is 
possible that the tip is 
missing. The blade has been 
slightly bent is a gentle S-
shape. Expanse of textile 
remains with clearly defined 
folded (?)  edge @ 

188 318 Possible 
scabbard 
decoration 

iron     Not located 

195 300 iron pieces iron       

213 320 Iron 
fragments 

iron       

214 318 Iron 
fragments 

iron       
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24 316 Shield Boss iron approx d 
143mm; 
dome ht 
approx 
40mm. Metal 
thickness 
2mm; flange 
width approx 
25mm 

No textiles, 
wood 
preservation 

Low domed flanged boss in 
several pieces, diameter 
distorted through breakage. 
Traces of shield board on 
several rivets, approx 
thickness 5mm. Approx 3-4 
larger nails through flange 
rougly at cardinal points, a 
series of approx 4-5 smaller 
nails on outer part of flange 
and single nail at an angle at 
junction of flange and dome. 
@ 

35 316 Iron next to 
boss 

iron       

36 316 Iron next to 
boss 

iron       

38 313 Tip of 
spearhead SF 
6 

iron overall l 
84.99mm; 
max D 
11.20mm; 
max t approx 
10.30mm 

heavily corroded Ancient  break at broad end, 
tip chipped. Slightly 
triangular in section @ 

6 316 Iron-
spearhead 
with shank 

iron a) head l 
163.87mm x 
w 52.7mm; b) 
shaft l approx 
23.80mm x w 

two conjoining 
fragments with 
organics 

Petersen Type E, slender 
blade and long shaft 
(Petersen 1919) and 
reclassified as Type 2 by 
Solberg (1985). Tip separate 
- SF 38, with ancient break. 
Blade  form obscured by 
corrosion, gradual transition 
between shaft and blade. @ 

50 313 Iron ladle pan iron d approx 
270mm; 
depth approx 
90mm 

conjoining with 
159. Large 
amount of 
organics (?) 
preserved in 
corrosion. Check 
for wax or oil?? 

Substantial and fragmented 
pan with long handle of flat 
rectangular form(SF 159). 
Probable ladle, closely 
paralleled in damaged 
example from re-assessed 
burial material at Kiloran 
Bay, Colonsay (pers comm 
T Cowie, NMS: Acc nos. IL 
763, IL 759/2 and IL 765/2).  
Similar to example from 
Micklebostad, Norway 
(Shetelig xxx, fig 440) of 
pan diameter 220mm; 
Kiloran Bay pan diameter 
approx 230mm.  @ 
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159 318 Handle of 
Ladle 

iron l 555mm x w 
20-61mm 

conjoining with 
50 

Slightly tapering and flat in 
section, secured to pan with 
a binding which extends 
under the external face of the 
pan. At narrow terminal, the 
metal is rolled into a hook-
form and appears to be 
complete and not forming 
part of  a spiral form .  @ 

50a 313 Hammer head iron l 137mm; th 
10-15mm; w 
25mm 

shaft 
preservation in 
corrosion 
products 

Found nested in the ladle 
pan. Complete hammer 
head, one end flattened and 
the other tapering . Cf 
Mastermyr hoard, Norway, 
medium hammer (Graham 
Campbell 1980, 415) @ 

50b 313 Tongs iron l 175mm; 
tong head 60 
x 35mm 

  Found nested in the ladle 
pan. Almost complete pair of 
tongs with fine pincers (cf 
Mastermyr Graham-
Campbell 1980, 415). 
Similar combination of 
tools, in that case smithing 
tools of a hammer, adze as 
well as tongs noted at 
Ballinaby, Islay (Graham-
Campbell and Batey 1998, 
123, fig 7.5) @ 

4 us Oxidised 
wood? 

iron 11.64mm x 
5.20 mmx 
3.30mm 

Check 
Conservation 

Originally identified as flint. 
More likely to be fragment 
of wood preserved in 
corrosion 

              

              

              

STONE             

3 304 flint stone       

11 312 Large quartz 
block 

stone 97.53mm x 
49.70mm x 
22.67mm 

  Tabular, not obviously 
worked 

12 312 Smoothing 
stone 
fragments? 

stone a)87mm x 52 
mm x 12.85-
8.70mm b) 
66.85 mm x 
58.45mm x 
16.7-11.2mm 

SEM? Geologist Originally identified as a 
possible stone bowl. The two 
pieces have abnormally 
smooth surfaces which may 
indicate a smoothing stone? 
All fresh breaks and not 
obviously conjoining @ 
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46 318 Flint stone     NB the flint finds need not 
be prehistoric, there are 
examples of groups of flints 
from Viking age contexts. 

93 318 Flint, scraper? stone       

94 318 Flint stone       

97 318 Flint x2 stone       

98 318 Flint stone       

99 318 Flint stone       

116 318 Whetstone stone 234.16mm x 
29.07 mmx  
19.78mm 

Trace analysis - 
SEM? 

Imported Norwegian hone, 
fine-grained lineated 
muscovite-quartz schist 
(dark grey), probably from S 
Norway (H Alsvik with C E 
Batey 2009). Common find 
from the Viking 
Age.Heavily worn on three 
intact faces, traces of wear 
on remaining part of fourth 
face.  @ 

119 318 Flint stone       

121 318 Flint stone       

151b u/s Flint stone       

30 313 Unworked 
fragment 

pumice 24.14mm x 
14.28mm x 
13.91mm 

Check Anthony 
Newton 

Probably Icelandic in origin, 
light and airborne. 
Unworked 

              

              

CERAMI
C 

            

23 313 Pottery ceramic       

108 318 Pottery? ceramic 64.50mm x 
60.90 x 
19mm 

needs 
conservation, 
laminating 

IF this is a piece of pottery is 
is very crude and handmade. 
Tapering at one edge to 
possible rim. Distorted form. 
Needs specialist 

              

              

BONE             

5 312 Bone bone       

15 313 Bone. 
Bioturbation, 
not in situ 

bone       
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48 313 Bone, 
human? 

bone       

68 313 Human teeth bone     Seriously worn! 

              

              

CHARCO
AL 

            

1 301 charcoal? charcoal       

47 313 Charcoal charcoal       

88 318 Charcoal charcoal       

89 318 Charcoal charcoal       

147 318 Charcoal charcoal       

271 318 Charcoal? 
(bow) 

charcoal       

              

              

MISC             

13 312 Stone Natural     Originally identified as 
pottery 

63 313 Bone and 
shell, 
degraded 

misc       

86 318 Rootlet pipe Natural     Originally identified as a 
bead 

164 318 Organic 
material? 

?organic       

239 318 Possible 
leather 
(stern/middle) 

?organic       

              

              

ATP10 Tr 
1 SF 360 

174 Bead Glass l 17.60mm x 
d 11.04mm 

  Dark blue glass bead in Irish 
tradition of Viking age date. 
Pers comm Ewan Campbell 
@ 

ATP11 
ABB 

Gen Find Stone Natural     Identified as possible 
pumice. 

ATP11 
ABB 

305 Stone Natural     Possibly thought to be 
gaming piece?? 
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TEST 
PITS 

  Modern         

              

              

 

 

SF 
Number Context Description Material Dimensions Conservation 

Comments from 
Specialist 

60 318 Rivet (stern) iron 
Overall th 
37.75mm   

Flat headed nail with 
damaged rivet plate. 
Thickness of wood 
indicates approx 
19.75mm 

61 318 Rivet (stern) iron 
Overall th 
45.00mm   

Large round flat headed 
nail with thickened 
corrosion products at 
plate end including 
wood? Thickness of 
wood secured approx 
25mm 

151a us Rivet iron    

10 312 Rivet iron    

17 313 Rivet plate iron    

100 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

101 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

102 318 

Rivet (stern), 
exact location 
unknown iron    

103 318 Rivet (bow) iron     

104 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

105 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

106 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

107 318 Rivet iron    

109 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

110 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

111 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    
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112 313 Rivet (stern) iron    

114 318 Big rivet  iron    

115 318 Big rivet iron    

117 318 
Big rivet 
(stern) iron    

118 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

120 318 
Rivet 
(stern/middle) iron    

122 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

123 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

124 318 
Big rivet 
(middle) iron    

125 318 
Big rivet 
(middle) iron    

126 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

127 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

128 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

129 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

130 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

131 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

132 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

133 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

135 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

136 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

137 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

138 318 Rivet? iron    

139 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

14 312 Possible rivet iron    

140 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    
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141 318 

Rivet (stern), 
exact location 
unknown iron    

142 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

144 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

145 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

146 318 Nail iron    

148 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

149 318 Rivet iron    

150 318 Nail iron    

152 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

153 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

154 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

155 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

156 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

157 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

158 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

160 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

161 318 

Rivet?, exact 
location 
unknown iron    

162 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

163 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

165 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

166 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

168 318 

Rivet (bow), 
exact location 
unknown iron    

169 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

170 318 Nail iron    
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171 318 Nail iron    

173 318 Big rivet iron    

174 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

175 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

176 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

177 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

178 300 

Rivet, exact 
location 
unknown iron    

179 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

18 313 Rivet iron    

180 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

181 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

182 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

183 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

184 320 
Possible 
rivets (bow) iron    

185 318 Nail(middle) iron    

186 318 Rivet (bow) iron     

189 320 Nail iron    

19 313 Rivet iron    

192 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

193 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

194 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

198 320 Rivet(bow) iron    

20 313 Rivet iron    

203 us Rivet iron    

204 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

205 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

206 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

207 318 Rivet (stern) iron    
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208 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

209 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

210 320 Rivet iron    

211 320 Nail (bow) iron    

21 313 Rivet iron    

212 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

215 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

216 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

217 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

218 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

219 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

22 313 Rivet iron    

220 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

221 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

222 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

223 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

224 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

225 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

226 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

227 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

228 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

229 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

230 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

231 318 Nail (bow) iron    

232 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

233 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

234 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

235 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

236 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

237 318 Rivet (stern) iron    
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238 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

240 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

241 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

242 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

243 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

244 318 Nail (bow) iron    

245 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

246 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

247 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

248 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

249 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

250 320 Rivet iron    

251 318 Nail (bow) iron    

252 320 Rivet (bow) iron    

253 320 Rivet iron    

254 320 Rivet iron    

255 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

256 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

257 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

258 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

259 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

26 316 Rivet iron    

260 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

261 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

262 318 Nail  iron    

263 318 Nail iron    

264 300 Rivet and nail iron    

265 318 Rivet iron    

266 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

267 320 Rivets?(bow) iron    

268 318 Rivet (stern) iron    
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269 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

27 313 Rivet iron    

270 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

272 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

273 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

274 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

275 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

276 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

277 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

278 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

279 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

28 313 Rivet iron    

280 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

282 318 Nail (bow) iron    

283 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

284 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

285 318 

Rivets (stern), 
exact location 
unknown iron    

286 318 

Rivets 
(middle), 
exact location 
unknown iron    

287 318 
Rivet 
(middle) iron    

29 313 Rivet iron    

31 us Rivet iron    

32 313 Rivet iron    

33 313 Rivet iron    

37 312? Rivet iron     

39 318 Rivet iron     

40 318 Rivet iron    

41 313 Rivet iron    
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42 313 Rivet iron    

43 313 Rivet iron    

44 313 Rivet iron    

45 313 Rivet (stern) iron    

51 313 Rivet iron    

52 313 Rivet iron    

54 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

55 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

56 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

57 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

58 318 Rivet (bow) iron       

59 318 Rivet (bow) iron       

62 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

64 313 Rivet (bow) iron    

65 313 Rivet (stern) iron    

66 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

67 313 Rivet (bow) iron    

69 312 Possible rivet iron    

7 312 Rivet iron    

70 318 
Rivets located 
under sf50 iron    

71 318 

Rivets 
(bow),exact 
location 
unknown iron    

72 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

73 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

74 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

75 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

76 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

77 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

78 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

79 318 Rivet (bow) iron    
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8 312 Rivet iron    

80 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

81 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

83 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

84 318 
Big rivet 
(bow) iron    

85 318 
Big rivet 
(bow) iron    

87 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

9 312 Rivet iron    

90 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

91 318 

Rivet (bow), 
exact location 
unknown iron    

92 318 Rivet (bow) iron    

95 318 Rivet (stern) iron    

96 318 Rivet (bow) iron    
 

INDET 
IRON       

2 us 
Indet , found in 
sieve iron 

143 318 Indet(middle) iron 
167 us Indet iron 
172 318 Indet iron 
190 320 Indet iron 
191 320 Indet iron 
196 320 Indet (bow) iron 
197 320 Indet(bow) iron 
199 320 Indet (bow) iron 
200 320 Indet(bow) iron 
201 320 Indet (bow) iron 
202 320 Indet(bow) iron 
25 316 Indet iron 
281 318 Indet(bow) iron 
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APPENDIX 5: Samples Register 
 
All samples from the boat burial listed here represent 100% sampling of all burial contexts. See 
drawings 10 and 11 for distribution of samples from boat wide contexts. 
 

Sample No. Context No.  Description 
001 305  Bulk sample (W side) 
002 305  Bulk (E side) 
003 312  Bulk (W side) 
004 312  Bulk (central part) 
005 312  Bulk (E side) 
006 317  Bulk 
007 316  Bulk 
008 312  Bulk (central part) 
009 313  Bulk 
010 313  Bulk (central part) 
011 313  Bulk (E side) 
012 313  Bulk (above flat stone in central part) 
013 313  Bulk (from W side) 
014 313  Bulk (from W side) 
015 319  Bulk (fill of large saucepan find 50 
016 318  Bulk (E side) 
017 318  Bulk (E side) 
018 318  Bulk (W side) 
019 318  Bulk (central part) 
020 320  Bulk sample of localised deposit 
021 318  Bulk (E side) 
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APPENDIX 6: Conservation Report (Pieta Greaves) 
 
Viking Boat Burial: Ardnamurchan Transitions Project (ATP) Conservation  Report 
    
Summary 

AOC was asked to undertake investigative cleaning and provide future proposals for material excavated from 
a Viking Boat burial during the 2011 field season of the Ardnamurchan Transitions Project (ATP).  The 
significant burial contained multiple iron finds including a shield boss, sword, cauldron/bowl, axe, spearhead, 
and multiple iron rivets, presumably from the boat. Two copper alloy objects, a copper alloy pin and a copper 
alloy horn ring were also recovered. 
 
Condition s ummary 

Iron objects 
All finds are heavily mineralised, Visual examination of the broken surfaces indicated no evidence of original 
or surviving metal in the core of the smaller objects. There are notable mineralised organics on the surface of 
the objects; textiles and leather were both noted during examination. All the iron finds have voluminous 
corrosion products which obscure the original surfaces. The shield boss is very fragmentary and supported 
by a small metal shovel wrapped in cling film. The sword, cauldron/bowl and spear are in multiple fragments. 
The axe is complete. Other objects, such as the rivets, were lifted in sections or were hand retrieved. 
  
Copper alloy 
Both the copper alloy pin and a copper alloy horn ring have stable corrosion products on the surface. Soil 
around the objects may contain mineralised organics. 
   
Cons erva tion  s ummary 

Initially the finds were x-rayed; this provided invaluable information about the shape and form of the objects 
and any decorative surfaces. Objects that were covered in voluminous corrosion products could also be 
identified and conservation options considered. In order to address the research questions posed 
investigative cleaning  provided a snap-shot of the objects overall appearance and technological details by 
partially exposing the objects surface and decorative elements.  
 
Iron 
The cleaning of the selected iron finds was carried out under the microscope with hand tools to clear out and 
loose soils and look for any technological or adhering ephemeral evidence on the surface. No active 
corrosion was noted during conservation.  
 
Once a full surface examination has been carried out the harder corrosion products should be removed from 
the selected areas using an air-abrasive machine and 53μ aluminium oxide powder. Objects that had broken 
have not been rejoined unless structurally important or weakened broken areas could lead to further chipping 
and damage in the future.  
 
Copper alloy 
The artefacts underwent superficial cleaning using scalpels and wooden tools under the microscope to 
remove the soil from the surface. 
 
Lis t of a rtefac ts  and  options  for cons erva tion further work by s pec ia lis ts  

The table below details recommendations for conservation, by object, and the associated costs.  These 
costs are inclusive of equipment and consumables but do not include supports or mounts.  
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The table also suggests where external specialists may be required but these are suggestions only and 
costs are not included.  
 

SF No  Des c rip tion   Further work op tions  

49/53 Rim of drinking horn 
 

 

No further conservation required, 
analysis on the attached organic 
suggested 

82 Ringed pin 

 

No further conservation required, 
analysis on the attached organic 
suggested (possibly leather) 
 

34 Possible knife blade 
with tang 

 

Further cleaning for illustration and 
display. Some wood mineralised on 
surface (possible handle). 
 
 

113 Sickle 

 

Further cleaning for illustration and 
display. Gap fill of end section 
required to support the end for long-
term stability.  
 

134 Axehead 

 

 

Further cleaning for illustration and 
display, mineralised wood of the shaft 
could be possibly analysed for 
species.  
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187 Sword 

 

 

Further cleaning required and 
rejoining for display, uncover all of the 
designs of silver/copper patterning.  
 Textile and remains of scabbard 
should be analysed.  
 
 

24 Shield boss 

 

Further cleaning for illustration and 
display, gap fill required in missing 
area for permanent stability.  
 
 

38/6 Spearhead 
 
Further cleaning for illustration and 
display, mineralised wood of the shaft 
could be possibly analysed for 
species. As the spearhead was most 
likely deliberately broken it should not 
be rejoined in the future.  
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50/159 Ladle 

 

 

Further cleaning required, also further 
reconstruction and rejoining to 
complete the bowl. Support needs to 
be constructed once the bowl is 
complete as the mineralised iron is no 
longer strong enough to support its 
own weight. Mineralised remains 
inside the bowl could indicate a use. 
The mineralized shell underneath the 
remains may indicate that the bowl 
was full of food stuffs prior to burial. 
Further investigation is required.  
 
 
 

50a Hammerhead 

 

Further cleaning for illustration and 
display. Some wood mineralised in 
socket 
 
 

50b Tongs 

 

Further cleaning for illustration and 
display. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Handling  and s torage  requirements  
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Wear gloves when handling archaeological ceramics to avoid: a) contamination from the objects, b) 
contamination of the objects. Metal objects should remain is sealed storage boxes supplied and avoid any 
long-term periods outside the boxes.  
 
Health  and s afety cons idera tions  

After handling archaeological material, wash hands immediately; do not allow food, drink or food preparation 
areas to become contaminated with soil or other debris. 
 
 
Materials  us ed 

"acetone"  propanone 
Industrial methylated spirit (95% ethanol, 5% methanol) 
Paraloid B72TM  (Poly(ethylmethacrylate/methacrylate) 70/30) or poly[1-(ethoxycarbonyl)-1-

methyl ethylene] 
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